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See product brochure

Chapman UK have a huge range of cranes, dollies, tracking vehicles & remote
heads. We also provide bespoke solutions for specialist shots when existing
equipment isn’t enough. Contact us today for advice on your shot or to book
equipment.



Compact design ideal for small 
spaces. Easy to carry with 

removable centre post and low 
maintenance.

Also known as Skateboard dolly. Incorporating features of the Pee 
Wee & Hustler. The mid-size dolly 

in the Chapman range.

Fits through a doorway as small as 
16" wide. Conventional and crab 
steering modes with pneumatic, 

soft and hard tyre options. 
Hydraulic lifting arm.

Revolutionary three-mode 
transmission with conventional, 

crab & round steering modes.

Built in battery for power on the 
move. 

Pee Wee III+ Pee Wee IV+

DOLLIES
Chapman Leonard has provided camera dollies to the motion picture industry for over 
seven decades and has become the premier equipment supplier for award winning 
production sets. Chapman UK now stock the brand new Series 5 dolly range 
including Pee Wee, Hybrid & Hustler - available now. 

Pee Wee V

Cobra Flatbed Dolly Hybrid III & III+



DOLLIES

Matador Dolly Western DollyHustler V

Hustler IVHybrid VHybrid IV
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Chapman dollies come with standard wheels, but if you are shooting outside of a 
studio or on rougher terrain, many models have alternative wheel options

- Soft Compound - Pneumatic - Boogie

Greater payload and improved 
bearing system. New built-in 4 

way levelling head.

On board battery allowing up to 50 
charges. 

Greater payload and improved 
bearing system. New built-in 4 

way levelling head.

Larger hydraulic capacity that 
requires less recharging & can 

handle higher payloads.

Ideal fo a low shot on track without 
use of more complicated dollies or 

skate troughs.

Ideal for low shots both on and off 
track.

DOLLY WHEELS
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PEE WEE V, HYBRID V & HUSTLER V AVAILABLE 
FROM CHAPMAN UK NOW

SERIES 5 DOLLIES 
The Chapman Leonard 5 Series dolly lineup is an impressive array of dollies that offer a range of 
features and accessories for the dolly grip. The Super Peewee 5, Hybrid 5, and Hustler 5 are all 
equipped with a lithium battery for reliable and uninterrupted power. With USB and XLR ports, 
these dollies are designed to be versatile in supplying power in a variety of applications.
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Ideal for use in compact studio 
spaces

Soft, silent and effective camera 
movements true to telescopic 

arms. It features aluminum arms 
to increase rigidity and be more 

uniform. 

32' Hydrascope 40' Hydrascope 45' Scorpio

TELESCOPIC CRANES
Capture the shots with Chapman Leonard’s telescopic cranes which provide your 
team with industry leading versatility and compatibility. Chapman Hydrascopes are 
waterproof, making them ideal in rain effects, whilst our brand new 23' & 45' 
Scorpios allow for automatic arc compensation. Browse our products.

15' Hydrascope 20' Hydrascope 23' Scorpio

Fully submersible telescopic 
crane when used with sliding 
weights system. Pair with the 
Amphibian Remote Head for 

spectacular underwater shots. 

Our most popular and versatile 
Hydrascope. Pair with the Chapman 
Mini Raptor for ultimate versatility. 

The perfect compromise between 
the maximum distance of 
telescopic travel, the best 

movement of the arms & the 
highest possible load for the 

standard needs of a running-in.

The smallest in the Hydrascope 
range.



Compact and lightweight jib armsCan be electronically or manually 
telescopic, Hand held “pickle” 
allows easy control of ramping, 
speed as well as start and stops.

Compact for use in small spaces.

Stinger I Stinger II
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Fully telescopic vertical travel for 
smooth height in an instant.

TELESCOPIC CRANES

52' Hydrascope 73' Hydrascope Miniscope 5

Miniscope 7

Waterproof and compatible with 
our Super Raptor mobile base for 

total versatility. 

Our largest Hydrascope, compatible 
with tank tracks for access to the 

most 

VTR



SCORPIO 45' ON ECS BASE
The Chapman ECS Base has been specially adapted to carry a Scorpio 45' for electric 
movement and smooth height changes, on a smaller footprint than the Scorpio base. The 
Scorpio 45' is also adapted for use on the Super Raptor for use in outdoor locations. 
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The Lenny Mini is one of the 
smallest among Chapman’s line of 
crane arms. Tight spaces, such as a 

car window or doorway are 
typical, but certainly not the only 

applications for this arm. 

Lenny Arm II Plus is a perfect unit 
for most production needs. 

Accessories, such as cables and a 
variety of buckets, add remarkable 

versatility.

Raptor Mini Raptor Super Raptor
This base offers efficient 

repositioning of telescopic cranes 
and fixed cranes with its auto 

leveling feature. Compatible with 
the 40’, 32’, and 20’ Hydrascopes, 

as well as the 23’ Scorpio.

For a smaller footprint than the 
Raptor, ideal for outdoor locations.

Positioning in tricky locations for 
our heaviest duty cranes as well as 
the 40' Hydrascope, 45' Scorpio & 

50' Hydrascopes.

MODULAR CRANES

Mini Lenny Lenny II Lenny III

CRANE BASES

Despite an impressive reach and 
payload, the Lenny Arm III is easy 

to transport and assemble 
because of the carry handles that 
run the length of each 5ft section.



CRANE BASES

Rhino CS Base ECS Base
All-terrain access for cranes in 

difficult locations
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All Terrain Base Tank Tracks - 70' Mini Base



73' HYDRASCOPE ON TANK TRACKS
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Use the largest Hydrascope in our range on bespoke Tank Tracks for access and 
positioning in hard to reach locations. Designed for use in mud, sand and gravel. 
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ETV LK61FXY
Electric terrain vehicle 4 wheel or 

2 wheel drive

RACING QUAD FX62 HNY HONDA QUAD LK61 CYU
Fast tracking quad, quick 

acceleration, uprated suspension

TRACKING VEHICLES
We have tracking vehicle option for just about any filming scenario, terrain and 
location. Contact us for advice and guiance to achieve your shot. 

FORD DUALLY AUDI A3 PURSUIT CAR NISSAN URBAN
The Ford F350 Super Duty 

tracking vehicle is a strong and 
stable camera base with V8 5.7: 

Turbo Diesel 4 x 4

3.2 V6 Petrol, DSG Auto Gearbox, 4 
x 4 Quattro 

4 x 4 2.5 TDi Utility Vehicle



4-Stroke petrol engine, electric 
start, smooth power delivery

Silent running, no gear changes, 
no vibration, or fumes

TRACKING VEHICLES

E QUAD LK15 EYW MR BIG TWIZZY/STEALTH DV12 VPY

YAMAHA YZR 450 CN19 ATF ZERO 1 E BIKE LN62 HVP MEERKAT
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Ideal for off road use, high and 
low range speed select

Electric powered, silent running, no 
fumes

ELECTRIC TRIKEPOLARIS RZR



SIDELINE
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Olympian II Sidewinder
Drive system enables speed of 13 ft./sec Over 6 ft. of vertical 

camera travel Great for Football (or other sports) sideline 
coverage.

Electric powered for smooth, silent operation in forward 
and reverse modes. Great for Football.



REMOTE HEADS
Remote camera heads for every scenario - from car chases to fully submerged 
underwater filming.

GIZMO PRIME AMPHIBIAN O'CONNOR 2575
Full stabilisation in 2 or 3 axis. The Amphibians ability to handle 

water dives do to its incredibly 
powerful motors and strong build 

makes it the head of choice for 
underwater filming. 2 & 3 axis.

Counterbalance system for true, 
accurate balance at any point in 

the tilt range

G3 FLUID 7 REMOTE HEAD AURORA
The G3 remote head has been a 

reliable choice for filmmakers and 
cinematographers over the years, 

even in the toughest of 
environments. 

Designed for use with film or video 
cameras up to 25KG.

The Aurora Head sets up in 
minutes and does not require a 

special technician.
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The Amphibian is a fully submersible head that is perfectly paired with the 32′ Telescopic 
Hydrascope and sliding weight system. The Amphibian's ability to handle water dives due 
to its incredibly powerful motors and strong build makes it the head of choice for 
underwater filming. The camera plate is adaptable to all hydroflex water housings with its 
universal plate. The amphibian can be used in salt water as well making it an ideal piece of 
equipment for underwater filming project. Ask for the Underwater System to book the 32' 
Hydrascope, Sliding Weights System & Amphibian. 

UNDERWATER FILMING



CRANES - DOLLIES - REMOTE HEADS - TRACKING VEHICLES - BESPOKE
RIGS - STABILISATION SYSTEMS - SLIDERS - TRACK - GRIP ACCESSORIES

23' & 45' AVAILABLE NOW 
COMPATIBLE WITH CHAPMAN ULTRA CS & ECS BASE
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